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A free boundary problem for an incompressible viscous fluid is considerd; the 
boundary is to be determined by equilibrium conditions involving the fluid’s stress 
tensor and its surface tension. It is proved that if the data of the problem are 
analytic then the free boundary, the velocity vector, and the pressure are all 
analytic. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this paper we consider the flow of incompressible viscous fluid subject 
to an exterior force density f, and we assume that the fluid’s boundary is 
governed by surface tension. If the flow does not depend on time then it can 
be described by the following system: 
-Av+Vp+v.Vv=f in Q, (1.1) 
div v = 0 in Q, WV 
v.n=O on C, (l-3) 
Zk . T(v,p) * n = 0 0nZ (k = 1,2), (1.4) 
n . T(v,p) . n = 2H on C. (1.5) 
Here a is a domain in R’ occupied by the fluid, C is its boundary, and the 
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kinematic viscosity constant and the capillarity constant are normalized to 
be 1 so that the stress tensor T is 
T,=-p8,+ ($+$I. 
The vectors ti, n are the tangents and normal to Z, and Vp = grad p. The 
system (l.l), (1.2) is the Navier-Stokes system of equations for the velocity 
vector u and the pressure p; the boundary conditions (1.3), (1.4) are of 
mixed type, and Eq. (1.5) is an additional equation for determining the free 
boundary Z. 
If C is a graph 
over the unit sphere S, then the mean curvature H becomes 
with (<‘, r’) = < parametrizing S, gij(& z) the metric on the sphere of radius 
z centered at the origin, 1 gu ( the norm of the gradient whose components 
are uti with metric g”(& z), i.e., 1%~ ]* = giiuliuU, z = u(r), pi = au/a<j, and 
(g”) = ( gij)-‘, g = det( gij). 
For the physical background of (1.1 )-( 1.5) we refer to Bemelmans [ 2, 31, 
where existence of a classical solution to this problem is proved (Coo if f is 
Cy’apro;edSis small enough; the solution v is then also small, say, in the 
c . 
Analyticity of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations in a given domain 
is well known. Indeed the system is elliptic in the sense of Agmon et al. [I], 
and analyticity of its solutions follows from general results of Friedman [5] 
and Morrey [ 111 for Dirichlet data, and from Morrey [ 121 for general data. 
In the present problem (l.l)-( 1.5), h owever, the boundary of R is not a 
priori given. Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u(x), p(x), u(r) be a classical C” solution of 
(l.l)-(1.7) with lvllta small enough, and let f be analytic in a neighborhood 
of fi. Then u is analytic on S and v, p are analytic up to the boundary. 
Analyticity of the free boundary for classical solutions of some classes of 
free boundary problems was proved by Isakov [6, 71, Kinderlehrer and 
Nirenberg [8], and Knderlehrer et al. [9, lo]. The methods used in these 
papers are based on the hodograph and Legendre transformations whereby 
the free boundary becomes planar. This approach does not seem to carry 
over to the present free boundary problem. We shall instead use another 
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approach based on Friedman [5]; it involves estimating the successive 
derivatives of U, U, and p. In carrying out this method we shall employ the 
Schauder estimates for the linearized Navier-Stokes system and for the 
linearized mean curvature equation. 
In Section 2 we make the necessary preparation for the inductive estimates 
of derivatives of U, v, p. We obtain for such derivatives systems of equations 
in an appropriate coordinate system. We also establish a general lemma 
(Lemma 2.1), based on [5], for estimating the Holder norm of derivatives of 
composite functions. 
In Section 3 we establish the inductive estimates on u, u, p, thereby 
completing the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
For simplicity we shall assume in proving Theorem 1.1 that the solution is 
already C” (which is essentially known). However, our proof can actually 
also establish, at the same time, the C” regularity of the solution for C”O 
data; see Remark 3.1. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let x0 be a point on the unit sphere S. We shall estimate derivatives of the 
solution in a ball B, = BR(xo) = (Ix - x0 1 < R } for R small enough. We 
choose (r*, c’) as coordinate system on S n B, and set 
where p = p(x) is the distance from x to the origin. Thus the free boundary is 
given by l3 = 0. 
In the coordinates (r’, c2, [“) the Navier-Stokes system (l.l), (1.2) 
becomes 
ae ad=, 
7' ax ae 
and the boundary conditions (1.3), (1.4) become, on r3 = 0, 
j&i = 0, 
++ 
i 
ati ad a<' ad ?--+-- 
axJ ayl axi at' (k = 1, 2). 
(24 
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Freezing leading coefficients on the left-hand sides of (2. l), (2.2) at x = x0 
we can rewrite the above in the form 
(2.3) 
(2.4) r;kn’o bf!$+b:$[ =-u:nj ) ar’, avi I at avj/ I aA+ at’ axi a<’ \
at’ au’ 1 
--+-- 
.\ ‘javi 
axi ayl \ 
--in. 
ad 1 
b -+b”- + 
I at’ 2’ r 
(k = 1, 2) 
with 
x’ 
axk = b:: + b’k(x) SE 6’k(~) , 
a2yk 
- = Ck(X), axlaxl 
(2.5) 
ni = 126 + m’(x), 
z$ = tiOk + uj,(x). 
If we apply the differential operator 
to (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain a boundary value problem in Bi E B, n 
(C3 > 0) (assuming for definiteness that R lies in the interior of C) for the 
unknowns Lj”o, Dip: 
-a;’ $$(D;vm)+b$‘-$(D;p)=Fm in BR+, 
(2.6) 
p; -$ (0;~~) = G in BR+, 
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n;(D;v’) = g3 0n B, n g3 = 01, (2.7) 
’ \ lj a &n”o ibo~(D;vi)+~~~(D~vj)~ =gk onB,n{~3=0} (k=1,2), 
where 
(2.8) 
g3 = D;(-mid), 
gk = D; yk. 
The system (2.6) is elliptic in the sense of Agmon et al. [l] and the mixed 
boundary conditions (2.7) satisfy the Complimenting Boundary Condition. 
(This is indeed well known for the Dirichlet data on a@?, n a).) One can 
easily show this by transforming the boundary {<” = 0) locally into a 
domain in the Euclidean plane {x3 = 0); the principal part of the boundary 
operator becomes 
v3=h 39 
a vk = h, 
(2.9) 
8X3 
(k = 1, 2). 
We can choose the weights for the Stokes operator in (2.6) to be s, = s2 = 
s3 = 0, s4 = -1, t, = tz = t3 = 2, t, = 1, and for (2.9) r, = rz = -1, r3 = -2, 
and then the assertion follows by short computation. 
Consequently a solution of (2.6), (2.7) satisfies the Schauder estimates of 
[ 11. We shall need an interior-boundary version of these estimates. Setting 
B,+=B,ng3>0], z’,=B,n{r3=O} @ > 0) 
the estimate we need is the following: 
lDf(D~v>lo., + (r 4” FW:(DS,V)I + IWDSPI~,~ 
+ (r - PI” HP, [DAD; PII 
G c 1 [IFlo,, + tr -PI” K(F)1 + wIo,r + (r -P)” %W) 
+(r-~)-‘lGl~,~+(r--)-‘+“H’,(G)l 
+ ki, k=-W I gkL+ W-W+” fC(gk) 
+ lDgk 10,r + (r - ~1” fCPgk)] I 
505/55/l-IO 
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whereO<p<r<R. Here 
l*40,p and H;(...) 
stand for the 1.u.b. and the smallest Holder coefficient, either in Z, (for the 
function g’) or in BP’ (for all the other functions), and F = (F’, F*, F’). In 
order to derive (2.10), we introduce a function q E CF(B,) such that q > 0, 
tf = 1 in B,, and 
ID’qJ < C@ - r)-’ (j= 1, 2, 3). 
We multiply (2.6), (2.7) by v and derive a similar system for qDS,v, qD:p. 
Applying Theorem 8.1 of [ 1 ] we obtain the estimate of the Holder coef- 
ficients which appear in the left-hand side of (2.10) in terms of the right-hand 
side. Applying Theorem 8.2 of [l] we obtain the estimate of the remaining 
terms. 
Convention. When we write 
(I DTvJ(,,~ z sy I D’%l + Hz(D’%) < A,,A”-*(m - 2)! V m < k, (2.11) 
we mean 
SUJ ID”wl <A,A”-*(m - 2)!, 
(2.12) 
Hz(DTv) < A,A *-*+“(m - 2 + a)! 
for all 3 < m < k; for m < 2 we understand that the right-hand sides are 
replaced by A,A. Further, Dmw is any partial derivative of order m, and the 
estimates in (2.12) are for all the m th-order partial derivatives of w. In the 
above, G is any open set. 
Let 4(z) be a function defined in an open set D which contains the set 
{w(y); y E G}, such that 
llDmt41n,~ = ““,P IWI + H:(D”‘$) <A,Am-2 Vm Q k, (2.13) 
with the same convention as before. 
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LEMMA 2.1. There exist positive constants C,, C (C, depending on A,,, 
C universal) such that if (2.1 l), (2.13) hold with A > C, then the function 
w(v) = 4(W)) satisfies 
SUI lD,“yl + Hz(D,my) Q CA,A”-‘(m - 2)! Vm < k. (2.14) 
Here again the convention is used. 
Proof: It suffices to prove (2.14) for m = k. The estimate 
sy lD;yl< CAJ-*(k - 2)! 
is established in [5, Sect. 21. In order to estimate @(D;w), we write 
so that 
+ ..a+ c stp ID:,1 SUJI I(DJ’w) ... (DyYn-‘w)IHE(D:“w). (2.15) 
In order to estimate the right-hand side we extend the majorization method 




A”-*(m - 2)! ym + i Am-*+‘=+I - 2 + c++~, (2,16) 
m=O ??l! m=O m! 
where for simplicity we have taken y to be one dimensional. Let us define the 
product of two such expressions in general by 
( i: YmYm+ .i dd”‘“) * ( m=O m=o ~07mY”+,iob,Y”‘D) 
= i ( ,go yl7m-i) Y” + mio ( ,zo Yi$m-i + Xsm-i) Yrn+=. C2*17) 
m=O . 
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wz< i A,yrn+ i &&Ymfa 
m=o m=O 
(2.18) 
in the sense that any derivative 0,” w2 is bounded by l.,m! whereas 
HE(D,” w’) is bounded by pu,m!. The last fact is based on the structure of 
(2.15) and the definition (2.17). The same observation applies to w3,..., wk. 
Thus by calculating formal products wi, as defined by (2.17), we can 
immediately deduce an estimate on 0,” wi and on Hg(Dy wi) for i < k. 
We recall that the coefficients of ym in ui were estimated in [5] by 
c A Am-? 
p oyg-’ 
The coefficients of ymt a can be estimated in a similar way; the extra factor 
A Umn appears here. As in [5] we can estimate 0,” v by adding the coef- 
ficients of ym in 
(2.19) 
Similarly, by comparing with the structure of H~(D~~) in (2.15) we can 
estimate Hz(D:y) by adding the coefficients of yrn+= in (2.19) and the coef- 
ficients of ym in 
From this the assertion of the lemma follows. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section we estimate inductively derivatives of u(<‘, r’), u(<‘, <*, r3), 
and p(<‘, r2, r3). In the first lemma we take r3 = 0. As in Section 2, 0; is a 
partial derivative with respect to c’, <* only. By D, we mean a partial 
derivative in any direction xi (i = 1,2, 3). We take, for simplicity, x0 to 
coincide with (<I, cz, r3) = (0, 0,O). We denote by ] w]~,~ the 1.u.b. of w  over 
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(<‘)’ + (<‘)* < (R - 6)’ (r3 = 0), and by Hi(w) the Hiilder coefficient in the 
same set. Finally, the convention made in Section 2 (cf. (2.1 l), (2.12)) will 
be used. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist su&‘kiently large positive constants C*, A with 
A + C* such that if 
m-2 
IID ;““UII (m - 2)!, 
JJD;D:-i~JJa,6 < m-1-’ (m - I -i)! (i= 0, 1) 
IlD;PIl,,,< ($jm-l(m- I)! 
for all m < s, 0 < 6 < R, then 
s-1 
IID ;+*~Il (s - l)!. 
proof: If we apply Di to (1.5), we obtain 
D; ,$ & dk @/%“) 
qxp3q 
=D~ It(~ ~~) + ~ n’n’T,(V,p) j. 
We split the left-hand side into the principal part 
diigik 
= dm .:;tk tDs,‘) 
_ & gi”gk’(au/ay’)(au/arm) a* 
&-pq 
ay’(DW 
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D”s-’ 
au/ark 





Ds - r di gi”gk’(auiaym)(auiay’) 
r=  r 
l (1 + Iq*)3’* ) (D&) . (3.5) 
Writing (3.5) briefly in the form 
LPU=h (U= D;u) 
we shall apply interior Schauder estimates for the linear operator 9, in the 
form 
ID*UIo,B, + P-P)* +(D*U) 
< C{R ID2Ul,,,r + R(r -P>” H?(D*U) 
+ (r-PI-* lulo,,r+ lhlo,,r+ (~-PY%XW~ (3.6) 
where B, is the disc (<‘)2 + (c’)’ < r*. We shall take 
p=R-6, r=R-& where 6’ = a(1 - I/s). (3.7) 
In order to estimate h, we first deal with expressions of the type 
(9 0; w(T, w D,u); 
wwdi? dmh f or instance, is such a function I,V. Lemma 2.1 
immediately yields 
IlD;u/(<, u, Dp)ll,,,, ( CC* 
Next we have expressions of the type 
S-l 
(ii) ’ 
=o r=o r 
CD;-‘~(6 u, D,u)) . (D;D:u), 
or 
P-‘w(& ~3 D,u)) . (D;P<t, u, D,u)). 
Lemma 2.1 and (3.1) show that these expressions are bounded by 
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(s - l)!. 
Next we have to estimate 
D;(& n’n’Tij(P, u)), 
i.e., we have to estimate 
(iii) & dnj (0; p) 6, + D;(D,v’ + D,v’) 
+ ‘i (“) CD;-‘w(k u, D,4)(D;(D,u)) 
r=O r 
+ 1:; (;) P-WC wD,u))(D;p)/. 
Using Lemma 2.1 and (3.2) we can estimate the last two sums as in (ii). 
The above considerations yield the estimate 
s-2 
I h IO,& + (r - PI” mw < cc* ( 1 + (s - 2)!, (3.8) 
if r, p are defined by (3.7). 
Set 
#1(6) = ID;+2 z&s +$Zi!:(D;t’u). 
If we substitute (3.8) into (3.6) (using (3.7)) we find that 
Choosing R such that CR < l/3, say, and applying (3.9) successively, we 
find (cf. [5]) that 
$(6) < 2cc* ($y2 (s- l)! +F (q-‘(s - l)!. 
Thus, if A is large enough, then the assertion (3.3) follows. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Zf (3.1), (3.2) hold then 
Proof: We shall use the Schauder estimate (2.10) with r, p defined 
according to (3.7). We first have to estimate the terms involving F, G, and 
the gk. We begin by considering 
(iv) e, = 0; (“*$$). 
Clearly 
lle,Ij,,,, < I~u~‘IJ~,~, IlD~D:~ll,,a~ + 5’ ( ~)llD;‘~k’ *DiD~~ll=,a,* 
r=0 
The coefficient IIu~‘~~~,~, is bounded by CR’ (E > 0). Since, by (3.1) and 
Lemma 2.1, 
(ID;-‘&llp,S, < cc* 
the last sum is bounded by 




s!C (s-r-ll)(s-r)‘cc* $ ‘!’ ( ) 
Of the same type are the quantities 
DxD; D,D~(-mja~(b”D, v’)) 
appearing in F, DG, and D, gk (k = 1,2); they are estimated by the same 
bound as for e,. 
Similarly, 
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appearing in D, gk (k = 1,2) can be estimated by 
S-l 
CP~(D~D;u\~,,,~ + CC* s!. 
147 
Consider next the expression, in F, 
(v) e2 = DS, (c$p$ 
Notice that ck involves second derivatives of u. Hence, using Lemmas 2.1, 
3.1 we find that 
S-l 
IID;-‘D,v . Dr~kI(a,S, < CC* S!. 
We next consider the expression 
(vi) e, = Di b II (-I* k$) 
which appears in F. Using Lemma 2.1 we can estimate derivatives of Elk and 
derivatives of vk(&P/8<‘), and then deduce that 
lle311a,Sr < CC* $ ‘-* S!. 
( 1 
We finally turn to g3. Since the mi involve first derivative of u, 
D, g3 z Ds+ 1(-miui) 
can be estimated by 
S-l 
IID, g3 II (s - l)!, 
by using Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1. Next, 
IP: g3 II ,,8,<CR I(DSD:V)~~,~,+C~IIDS+~U(I~,~‘+CC* 
where 
Y = ll~lla,R* (3.12) 
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Substituting all these estimates into the semi-norms of F, G, gk in the 
Schauder estimate (2.10) (recalling (3.7)), we obtain 
AS-1 (3.13) 
<cRy@)+cc*-p! t cYlIq+3~llo,s~* 
In order to estimate the last term we review the proof of Lemma 3.1 and 
observe that if we keep the terms D;D,v, DS,p separate when estimating 
DS,T,(p, v), then we obtain 
qqq<cc* (+)~-2(S-1)!+;(p,‘-2(~-l)!tc~I(S’) 
+ C IlD;D,vll,,,~ + C iID; P~,s, (3.14) 
instead of (3.9); at the same time the inductive assumption (3.2) has been 
used here only with m < s - 1. Replacing in (3.14) s by s t 1 (since we 
assume that (3.2) holds for m <s, we are allowed to do this), we obtain 
~(4 = lID;+3%~ 
s-1 
s! + CRx(6’) + Cly(S’). (3.15) 
Replacing S by 6’ by 8” = 6’(1 - l/s) in (3.15) and substituting x(8’) for the 
last term on the right-hand side of (3.13), we conclude that 
( ) 
s-1 
i/(6) < C(R t y) ly(S”) t C&(6”) t cc* + c A s-1 s!. s!q- -g ( 1 
Adding this to (3.15) and setting J(s) = y/(s) +x(s), we get 
n(s)< cc* $ 
( 1 
s-l c A s-1 s!+T -g 
( 1 
s! + C(R t y) A(P), 
If y (defined in (3.12)) is small enough so that 
cy < f (3.16) 
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then choosing R small so that C(R + y) < 4 we arrive at a recursive 
inequality (as in the proof of Lemma 3.1) from which we deduce that 
d(d) <n(s) < 2cc* $ 
( 1 
s-1 c A s-is, 
s! +s --j- 
( 1 
. . (3.17) 
Choosing A sufficiently large we deduce that (3.10) and (3.11) hold. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Combining Lemmas 3.1, and 3.2 we can now 
proceed by induction to establish (3.1), (3.2) for all m. From (3.1) (for all 
m) it follows that u is analytic. From Morrey’s analyticity results in [ 121 for 
the system (1.1~(1.4) in a domain with analytic boundary it follows that ZI 
and p are analytic functions up to the boundary. 
Remark 3.1. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we have assumed that u, v, p 
are already C” functions. To make this paper more self-contained we wish 
to point out that Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 can actually be used to deduce induc- 
tively the C” regularity of the solution. Indeed, instead of applying 0; to 
(1.5) (in the proof of Lemma 3.1) we apply A,Di-l where A,, is a finite 
difference quotient. Modifying accordingly the proof of Lemma 3.2, we 
obtain (cf. (3.17)) 
where &‘<s) is defined as b(S) except that 0;’ * u is replaced by A,, Di” U, and 
C(s, 6) is a constant (which, in the analytic case, coincides with the right- 
hand side of (3.17)). It follows that u E C”’ *’ u and o(S) < C(s, S); then also 
u E CstZtn and v E C”+‘+“. 
Remark 3.2. Existence for small times of a time-dependence Navier- 
Stokes system analogous to (1.1~( 1.7) was established by Bemelmans [4]. 
The method of this paper should extend to this system once the 
corresponding Schauder estimates for this system are established. 
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